Jazz Discography Lord Tom
the jazz discography, volume 31, , 2002, tom lord ... - the jazz discography, volume 31, , 2002, tom lord,
188199306x, 9781881993063, lord music reference, 2002 ... honey the rock hound a puppy dies a family
mourns, tom lord, aug 22, 2008, pets, . honey the rock hound is about empowering kids. once a kid has
learned how to work through his or her clark terry name discography - discography by tom lord. the jazz
discography is the only general jazz discography compiled in a database. it includes almost 39,000 leaders,
over 196,000 recording sessions, over 1.1 million musician entries and over 1.2 million tune entries. details
can be seen at lordisco . swingin americans no.14 dan levinson - the jazz discography by tom lord [version
6.0 – 2005] ... jazz festival in essex, connecticut, the edinburgh festival and nairn jazz festival in scotland, and
the brecon festival in wales. from 1992-2004 dan was a regular guest at dick hyman‟s a history and
discography of the oboe in jazz - database specifically for jazz recordings: the tom lord jazz discography
online. this source is regarded as the most current and complete jazz discography available. therefore, the
main purpose of this research is to provide an consolidated discography of the oboe in jazz. as the scope of
this doctoral essay does not include defining what is or download the jazz discography, volume 31, , tom
lord, lord ... - the jazz discography, volume 31, , tom lord, lord music reference, 2002, 188199306x,
9781881993063, . . download here count basie a bio-discography, chris sheridan, 1986, biography &
autobiography, 1350 pages. this exhaustively researched work offers detailed information on more than 1,100
recordings spanning 55 years of count basie's performances. forbidden triads and creative success in
jazz: the miles ... - measuring collaboration and triad densities in jazz to cover collaborations in recorded
jazz, i used the tom lord discography (lord 2010), what is considered to be the most comprehensive source
(charry 2005). this discography collects musician participation in recording sessions from the beginnings of
jazz to the present. the view from the back of the band - project muse - the view from the back of the
band smith, chris, mosca, john, riley, john published by university of north texas press smith, chris & mosca,
john & riley, john. the view from the back of the band: the life and music of mel lewis. ... tom lord online jazz
discography, s.v. “thad jones.” ... krin gabbard columbia university april 28-29 - tom lord is the compiler
and publisher of the jazz discography. in 1987, discovering that no in 1987, discovering that no suitable “offthe-shelf” discographical database software existed, he set about designing his own. a linked-data jazz
project for stanford university libraries - a linked-data jazz project for stanford university libraries linkeddata jazz project report ... two 78 rpm disc sides are derived from discographic information found in rust 2 and
lord.3 ... audio surrogate example louis armstrong potato head blues tom lord , the jazz discography session id
a5612 chicago, may 10, ... a chronology of recorded long-form compositions in jazz by ... - the tom lord
jazz discography, many examples were listed with bulleted subdi-visions of a long-form work. this was an
obvious clue, but occasionally referred . 3 to other collected forms of music. searching under speciﬁc
musicians who i knew the complete guide to painting, modelling figures in clay ... - about jazz records
and jazz recording sessions. this is an online.jazz history resonates in jazz recordings. jazz studies online staff
is working on a project that will provide rich, reliable data on recordings that can help unlocke jazz discography
by tom lord is the most comprehensive, general jazz discography extant. city of gabriels: the jazz history
of st. louis 1895-1973 - discography of jazz recordings made in st. louis or by musicians who have always
lived in st. louis 1902-2000 sources are referenced in parentheses after the artist name of lp or cd title. ld =
tom lord discography (v. 3.3) adbd = american big bands database stl = st. louis discography by joel slotnikoff
and deborah hyland, also available in the naxos jazz legends series naxos ... - discographical
information courtesy of the jazz discography by tom lord (lordisco) original monochrome photo of miles davis
from gerrit schilp / redferns the naxos historical labels aim to make available the greatest recordings of the
history of recorded music, in the best and truest sound that contemporary technology can provide. wright
brothers l10 - thefreshexpo - musician list - the jazz discography - by tom lord musician list. this index
refers to the 221,338 individual jazz musicians (1,381,938 total entries) included in over 240,076 recording
sessions detailed in the jazz discography database as of february, 2019.. jon proctor » lax through the years
lax through the a publication of the duke ellington society, inc. cow1esy ... - the duke ellington society,
inc. cow1esy carlyle productions . volume . xx. number 6 . june 2012 . theodore . r. hudson, editor ... third, we
have the granddaddy of all jazz discography on the internet, tom lord's the jazz discography,
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